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Africa’s Agricultural
Sector Needs to Be More
Appealing for the Youth

A

griculture in Africa is
considered the most
important economic
activity on the continent.
The employment agriculture offers to
the continent’s working population is
approximately two-thirds. Approximately
11 million young Africans enter the labor
force of Africa’s agricultural sector every
year. At best, only a quarter of these new
workers will find paying jobs over the
next decade. On average, each country
contributes 30-60% of gross domestic
product and about 30% of the value of
exports. About 6% of Africa’s total land
area is occupied by arable land and land
under permanent crops. Principal crops
accessible include cereals and grains,
legumes and fodder, beverage crops,
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tubers and fodder.
Overall, agriculture in Africa contributes
to major continental priorities such as
eradicating poverty and hunger, boosting
intra-Africa trade and investments and
rapid industrialization and economic
diversification. However, the youth in
Africa from the latest generation isn’t
seeing the crucial importance of having
a career in agriculture. Rather, many
discard it as a viable career path and take
a very negative stance against farming.
Appealing to The Youth
Responsibility for youth having
agricultural knowledge commonly
falls in the lap of the education system

but undergoes neglect in the school
curriculum, as well as underfunding at
the government level. Agriculture needs
to appeal to youth. Decades of lack of
support becomes obvious considering
that so many young Africans view
agriculture as “unattractive.” Sharing
the benefits of agriculture as a business
renounces the mindset of agriculture
being something “out of date.”
James Konde, head of farmer training
and app development at the Haller
Foundation in Mombasa, Kenya,
mentions in an interview with IT
News Africa that since 2018 he’s been
involving youth and children of ages
12-20 in farming activities (youth farming
projects) at a demonstration farm. This
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builds enthusiasm and Konde mentors
them in different agricultural career
paths.
Agricultural knowledge is supplemented
by bringing more insight on the benefits
of agriculture. Engaging young people in
how profitable and productive farming is
— taking advantage of and adopting the
new technologies such as land credits
and markets and agricultural policies
and programs — can motivate them
to further pursue career options in the
agricultural sector.
The Haller Farmers App and Africa’s
Agricultural Sector
The Haller Farmers App was developed
by The Haller Foundation, a U.K.registered charity. The Haller foundation
was set up in 2004 to educate rural
farmers on sustainable farming
techniques to raise food production
and build self-sufficient communities.
Because the Haller Foundation is unable
to directly support every farmer, the
app teaches techniques that make a
difference.
The Haller Farmers app is a piece of
updated technology that could appeal
to the youth in Africa as well as active
African farmers. The information
available on the app is simplified,
environmentally friendly and free. Such
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information includes tips on growing
local indigenous vegetables, simple
ways of identifying and controlling pests
and easy and affordable solutions to
soil nutrition, water management and
erosion control.
Additional Methods
Additional methods for improving youth
unemployment through agriculture
include further investment in education,
skill development and a general increase
in agricultural productivity to help form
new opportunities for young people
in farming. Furthermore, solutions are
necessary for the two barriers inhibiting
youth participation in agriculture — land
and finance — through developing
strategies for assisting rural youth to
access these two key components.
As a new generation reaches
development and society itself changes
its outlook on career paths, it’s
important to provide appealing options.
Because agriculture is an important
source of national income in Africa, it
needs to stay thriving. It’s important for
the youth to have agricultural knowledge
in addition to an interest in having a
career in agriculture. With support
from new technologies, education and
farming activities that involve them,
Africa’s youth can see an important and
appealing future in agriculture.

7

African Development
Bank participates
in launch of African
Green Revolution
Forum (AGRF) platform
linking Africa’s SMEs to
investment opportunity

A

BIDJAN, Ivory Coast, June 30,
2021/ -- The African Development Bank’s (www.AfDB.org)
incoming Vice President for
Agriculture, Human and Social Development, Dr. Beth Dunford, and Director for
Agricultural Finance and Rural Infrastructure Development Atsuko Toda joined
development leaders online to launch
this year’s African Green Revolution Forum (AGRF) Agribusiness Deal Room. The
AGRF’s agriculture matchmaking platform initiative links some 4,000 actors in
the agriculture sector to investment and
networking opportunities.
In her first public engagement since her
appointment, Dr. Dunford gave keynote
remarks at a virtual session that drew
more than 200 participants on Tuesday,
29 June. Dr. Dunford said that across
Africa, there is a growing class of “agripreneurs” who are looking for invest-
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ment, partnerships, technical knowhow
and financing to scale up their business.
“The African Development Bank is
excited to grow its partnership to this
initiative. The Agribusiness Deal Room
compliments our efforts to expand
finance for agribusiness to enable small
and medium enterprises to grow and
attract new and innovative sources of
sustainable capital,” she told the online
audience.
Organized by the Alliance for a Green
Revolution in Africa, this fourth edition
of the Agribusiness Deal Room will be
featured at the annual AGRF Summit
that convenes stakeholders to facilitate
partnerships and investments in African
agriculture. The Agribusiness Deal Room
specifically supports governments and
companies with access to finance and
partnership opportunities.

Dr. Dunford told session attendees that
the platform aligns with the Bank’s Feed
Africa Strategy (https://bit.ly/3hCzaMr),
which seeks to ensure that the growth of
the agricultural sector includes food security, and encourages inclusive growth
by involving more women and youth. She
also said Bank support of the Agribusiness Deal Room signals a commitment to
a collective vision to accelerate Africa’s
food system transformation.
“In my new capacity with the Bank, I’m
looking forward to working with the
AGRF and so many partners with us online, to see these food systems become
more sustainable and more resilient,” Dr.
Dunford added.
This year, the AGRF Agribusiness Deal
Room will focus on addressing the challenges in agricultural lending to small and
medium enterprises, or SMEs.
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“The huge potential of the agricultural
sector on the continent remains unmet,
with agriculture potentially the engine
of African economies. We designed the
Deal Room to build the capacities of
SMEs while at the same time connecting
them with sources of financing. We are
looking for investments and partnerships
that will unlock the sector’s potential,”
said Dr. Fadel Ndiame, Deputy President,
AGRA.
The Bank is one of 24 Agribusiness Deal
Room partners that bring complementary capabilities, resources, and networks
to the platform.
Toda served on one of two discussion
panels at Tuesday’s launch, the first
focused “Investments for resilience,
public and private sector strategies,” the
latter, themed “Building SME capacity to
mitigate risks for a sustainable African
www.exportfocusafrica.com 			

food system.”
Speaking to the theme of building SME
capacity, Toda said that these often under-the-radar businesses play a key role
in delivering food to African tables and in
generating employment.
“SMEs are the engine of growth for food
supply chains. If you look at any food
supply chain, between 65 – 90% of the
food supply is actually through small and
medium enterprises,” Toda said.

tivities in agriculture, as well as in water
and sanitation, education, health, and
Bank-wide work on employment and
gender equity.
Distributed by APO Group on behalf
of African Development Bank Group
(AfDB).

“For people to have jobs in Africa – it
is very difficult to get into the formal
sector. So the informal sector - the small,
medium enterprises - are so important
for creating jobs on the African continent,” she added.
Dr. Dunford will be responsible for the
Bank’s strategy, lending and other acExport Focus Africa | July - December 2021
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OCP Africa, USAID Partner
with $1.4 Million Investment
for African Farmers

T

he partnership plans to install
“modern blending equipment”
that will enable fertilizer access
to thousands in West Africa.

Denver - Moroccan phosphate company
OCP announced a new partnership with
USAID through its West Africa Trade
& Investment Hub subsidiary for a $1.4
million investment to revolutionize
farming ina West Africa.
OCP is one of the leading phosphate
production companies in the world,
and a leader in the African market for
fertilizers. Phosphate is an essential
component of fertilizer production
and therefore an essential factor of
large-scale crop production. As the US
government’s agency for foreign aid and
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development assistance, USAID “works
to end extreme global poverty” through
various development initiatives around
the world.
The West Africa Trade & Investment
Hub is one example of the US group’s
wealth-creating initiatives. Funded by
USAID, the Trade Hub works to generate
investments and create jobs in the
region via partnerships with private
corporations.
The project will be carried out via OCP’s
Africa Fertilizers Nigeria division, with
the goal of building fertilizer blending
equipment in Nigeria’s northwestern
Kaduna state. The equipment, which
OCP described as “top notch,” will
produce fertilizer blends tailored for

the cultivation of “rice, maize, soybean,
cassava, tomato, and other staple crops
grown in Nigeria.” The new fertilizer
plant will have the potential to increase
crop yield by between “50 to 85
percent,” according to estimates.
Kaduna’s new plant will also be able to
support 75,000 farmers throughout the
region, enabling farmers in deprived
regions to gain easy access to fertilizer.
OCP plans to expand its project to 36
hubs across 13 Nigerian states by the end
of the operation.
The Kaduna plant will produce
approximately 120 tons of fertilizers
per hour, thus creating a state-of-theart level of access for local farmers. In
addition to fertilizer, farmers will also
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gain access to training programs that will
familiarize them with new agricultural
technologies.
Michael Clements, Chief of Party at
the Trade Hub, explained that the
implementation of this program will
allow Nigerian officials to “leverage
locally available resources,” and will lead
to “achieving the food security goals in
Nigeria.”
The Washington-based think tank Center
for Strategic and International Studies
reports that the agricultural industry in
Nigeria has “suffered from decades of
underinvestment, corruption, and policy
neglect.” As a result, Nigeria has become
a “net importer of food,” despite the
potential for large scale agricultural
operations.
OCP’s initiative appears to be a major
step in the course to both correct this
neglect of the Nigerian food supply and
improve the country’s economic outlook.
OCP and the Trade & Investment
Hub expect the new partnership will
create 826 jobs for locals in the region,
including trainers, operators of the new
equipment, and other roles managing
operations for the new facility.
In addition to supporting a “thriving
agricultural business ecosystem in
Nigeria,” the partnership also seeks to
contribute to creating more equal and
inclusive access in the region. OCP’s
statement announced that “at least
50 percent” of the jobs created as part
of the partnership with USAID “will

www.exportfocusafrica.com 			

go to women and youth.” Currently,
the majority of agriculture conducted
in Nigeria is at the subsistence level,
meaning most farmers only plant crops
for immediate survival, with no monetary
benefit for their work.
Addressing this issue by training farmers
in income-generating agriculture is one
of the two initiatives announced in line
with USAID’s Feed the Future project
in West Africa. The Trade Hub is also
planning a project with NGO PYREXA
Global to introduce economically
sustainable opportunities for farmers.
This initiative, referred to as the West
Africa Agriculture Resilience Program
model, will seek to expand farmers’
yields in rice, maize, and soybean
production in the Nigerian states of
Cross River, Kebbi, and Benue.
For this project, the partnership will
work in conjunction with Dantata Foods,
a Nigerian agricultural production

Export Focus Africa | July - December 2021

company. Farmers participating in this
initiative will receive “quality seeds” and
training from Dantata on methods to
improve crop yields, and will also be able
to sell crops to Dantata at market prices.
According to OCP, the goal is to ensure
a quality food supply chain for the
company, and an opportunity for local
farmers to be included in Nigeria’s food
supply ecosystem.
Farmers in the targeted regions have
long struggled to make dependable
inroads in the agribusiness industry due
to “disrupted market channels and food
supply chains.” Income from the project
is expected to total $6.72 million in the
first year, with nearly $10 million every
subsequent season.
Similar to USAID’s initiative with OCP,
this program will also work towards
securing at least 50% of the jobs created
through this initiative for women and
children in the region.
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First Ivorian-based innovation wins the
Africa Prize for Engineering Innovation

C

hemical Engineer Noël N’guessan
has won the Royal Academy of
Engineering’s 2021 Africa Prize
for Engineering Innovation with
a biowaste equipment innovation for
smallholder farmers in West Africa to
efficiently manage and generate income from
biowaste. N'guessan is the second Ivorian to
win the Africa Prize, and the first to win with
an Ivorian-based innovation.

gas.

entire team," said N'guessan.

“Biowaste represents two to five times the
quantity of crops or produce sold, amounting
to 30 million tonnes of waste disposed of
annually in Côte d’Ivoire,” said N’guessan.
“By repurposing this waste, Kubeko can help
Ivorians generate extra income, dramatically
improving the lives of thousands of farmers
and their families.”

N'guessan and his team designed and
patented Kubeko to assist smallholder
farmers and their cooperatives to generate
more income from the by-products of their
harvests, without any additional labour.
Kubeko is a set of low-cost biowaste
processing equipment; its composter and
biodigester are both specifically designed to
ferment agricultural post-harvest by-products
into solid and liquid compost, and cooking

N'guessan wins the first prize of £25,000 (19
058 427,00 West African CFA). At the virtual
awards ceremony held on 8 July 2021, four
finalists delivered presentations, before Africa
Prize judges and a live audience voted for the
most promising engineering innovation.

The Africa Prize for Engineering Innovation,
founded by the UK’s Royal Academy of
Engineering in 2014, is Africa’s biggest prize
dedicated to engineering innovation, and has
a proven track record of identifying successful
engineering entrepreneurs. Now in its seventh
year, it supports talented sub-Saharan African
entrepreneurs with engineering innovations
that address crucial problems in their
communities in a new and appropriate way.
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"We really appreciated the professionalism of
the APEI, adding value to our businesses. It
was hard work, and share this Award with our

Since being shortlisted for the Africa Prize, the
Kubeko team has made progress in reducing
its production costs from US$800 to US$700,
making their products affordable. The team
has installed two biodigesters running on
cassava farms, with 50 composters installed
to date on cocoa, palm oil and mango farms.
Kubeko has also been commissioned by the
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Ministry of the Environment and Sustainable
Development in Côte d'Ivoire to train
stakeholders on the use of Kubeko, as part of
the department’s national composting and
biowaste strategy.
“We were very impressed with the Kubeko
solution which has huge potential to impact
many lives of farmers in West Africa,” said
Africa Prize Judge Ibilola Amao. “We believe
Kubeko will contribute greatly to sustainable
energy and farming in the region.
Sixteen shortlisted Africa Prize entrepreneurs
from eight countries in sub-Saharan Africa
received eight months of training and
mentoring - conducted virtually due to
the Covid-19 pandemic - during which they
developed their business plans and learned to
market their innovations. The group received
coaching on communicating effectively,
focusing on customers and approaching
investors with confidence.
The Africa Prize also exposes and connects
the shortlist to individuals and networks in
the UK and across Africa who can accelerate
their business and technology development
– from fellow entrepreneurs and mentors to
potential investors and suppliers.
The three runners up, who each receive
£10,000, are:
•
BlueAvo, Indira Tsengiwe from
South Africa – a digital platform
on which African creatives can
collaborate and sell services
as an agency-alternative that
is rich in diversity, and places
African creatives at the world’s
fingertips/
•
Make3D Medical, Juka Fatou
Darboe from The Gambia - uses
3D printing to create customised
orthopaedic equipment for
medical institutions and their
patients.
•
Social Lender, Faith Adesemowo
from Nigeria – a financial
services solution that uses social
reputation scoring to provide
credit scores to those who would
otherwise not qualify for formal
financial services/
In addition to the main prizes awarded,
the remaining 12 innovators from the 2021
shortlist pitched their innovations to a live
audience who voted for the pitch that showed
the most promise and potential for impact.
Yusuf Bilesanmi was selected as the inaugural
winner of the Africa Prize’s One-to-Watch
Award of £5,000. This Award recognises the
potential of Bilesanmi’s innovation, ShiVent,
a low-cost, non-electric and non-invasive
ventilator for patients with respiratory
difficulties.
"ShiVent does not require electricity, is easy
to install, non-invasive and oxygen efficient,
and our belief is that it can help save lives
when more expensive or oxygen-intensive
technologies can’t get to patients," said
Bilesanmi.
To date, the 101 Africa Prize alumni businesses
have raised more than 14 million USD in grants
and equity and created more than 1,500 new
jobs, with over 50% of these going to women
www.exportfocusafrica.com 			

and a significant proportion to disabled
people and youth.
The eighth Africa Prize for Engineering
Innovation is now open. Individuals and
small teams living and working in subSaharan Africa, and who have an engineering
innovation, are invited to enter. Potential
entrants can find more information here. The
deadline for entries is 20 July 2021.
The other 12 candidates shortlisted for the
Africa Prize 2021 were:
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Aevhas, Jacob Azundah from
Nigeria – a high-efficiency
machine used to process cassava
roots into the West African diet
staple, garri.
Biopackaging, Armelle Sidje
from Cameroon – a sustainable
manufacturing process that
transforms banana and plantain
stems to biodegradable paper
packaging products.
CodeLn, Elohor Thomas from
Nigeria – an automated tech
recruitment platform that
supports software engineering
recruitment by connecting
companies with talented people
in the field and helps test their
coding abilities.
Dissolv Bioplastic, Tshepo
Mangoele from South Africa – a
bioplastic made from plant waste
material, which is compostable
and dissolves in water at predetermined rates.
I3S, Marie Ndieguene from
Senegal – a sustainably made
and affordable storage space
solution made from diverted
landfill waste, designed to solve
the problem of post-harvest loss
in agriculture.
Jumeni Field Service Software,
Eyram Amedzor from Ghana
– software that assists servicebased businesses by providing
a three-part cloud-based
application to help increase the
productivity of their field teams.
Mkono-1, Dr Atish Shah from
Tanzania – a locally 3D-printed
prosthetic hand that provides
an affordable solution for
people living with upper limb
amputations.
Orbit Health, Pazion Cherinet
from Ethiopia – a digital health
platform that manages and
stores patient data and dispenses
medication, allowing for seamless
continuity of care.
Reeddi, Olugbenga Olufemi
Olubanjo from Nigeria – an
energy system used to provide
clean, reliable and affordable
electricity to households and
businesses operating in energypoor communities.
RealDrip, Taofeek Olalekan from
Nigeria – an intravenous therapy
solution combining the Internet
of Things and AI to monitor
dosages, flow rates and intake
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•

•

time.
ShiVent, Yusuf Bilesanmi from
Nigeria – a low-cost, non-electric
and non-invasive ventilator
for patients with respiratory
difficulties.
SuaCode.ai, George Boateng
from Ghana – a smartphone
application that uses artificial
intelligence to teach coding
remotely.

1.
About the Africa Prize for
Engineering Innovation
The Africa Prize for Engineering Innovation,
founded by the Royal Academy of Engineering
in 2014, is Africa’s biggest prize dedicated
to developing African innovators, and
assisting them to maximise their impact. It
awards crucial commercialisation support
to ambitious African innovators developing
scalable engineering solutions to address local
challenges, demonstrating the importance of
engineering as an enabler of improved quality
of life and economic development.
An eight-month period of tailored training and
mentoring culminates in a showcase event
where a winner is selected to receive £25,000,
along with three runners-up who are each
awarded £10,000. The 12 remaining shortlisted
candidates also compete for the public’s vote
for the One-to-Watch award of £5,000.
The 2021 Africa Prize is generously supported
by the UK Government's Global Challenges
Research Fund and The Shell Centenary
Scholarship Fund. Further information can be
found here:
•
The Shell Centenary Scholarship
Fund
•
Global Challenges Research Fund
2.
About the Royal Academy of
Engineering
The Royal Academy of Engineering is
harnessing the power of engineering to
build a sustainable society and an inclusive
economy that works for everyone.
In collaboration with our Fellows and
partners, we’re growing talent and developing
skills for the future, driving innovation and
building global partnerships, and influencing
policy and engaging the public.
Together we’re working to tackle the greatest
challenges of our age.
Further information can be found here: www.
raeng.org.uk
For media queries and interview requests,
please contact:
Africa
Anzet du Plessis, Proof Africa on behalf of the
Royal Academy of Engineering
anzet@proofafrica.co.za / ben@proofafrica.
co.za
+27 83 557 2322 / +27 64 742 0880
UK and International
Rachel Ng, April Six on behalf of the Royal
Academy of Engineering
africaprize@aprilsix.com
+44 7485 317 148
13
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Tata Motors: How India’s largest
commercial vehicle maker is
conquering Africa

T

ata Motors has been India’s
largest commercial vehicle
manufacturer since its inception.
The Indian automaker also has
a great presence internationally and
has been on the path to conquering the
African market since 1964.
Tata Motors is India’s largest commercial
vehicle manufacturer. Founded in
1945, the brand stepped foot in the
commercial vehicle business in 1954
and has dominated the market since.
However, the Indian automaker has also
made its presence felt in international
territories as well. One of the significant
moves by Tata Motors was when it
entered the African market. Since
then, its presence in the continent has
expanded exponentially.
The Tata Motors journey in Africa started
back in 1964, with exports to Sudan. In
the following decade, the company set
www.exportfocusafrica.com 			

up its first operations in Zambia. Since
then, it has sold over 1,50,000 vehicles
across the continent, establishing a
strong, far-reaching network, with
a direct presence in Kenya, Uganda,
Tanzania and Malawi in East Africa; South
Africa and Mozambique in Southern
Africa; Nigeria, Ghana, Cote De I’voire
and Senegal in West Africa; and Tunisia,
Ethiopia, Sudan and Djibouti in North
Africa.
Tata Motors commercial vehicles (CV) are
globally recognised for their reliability
and efficient performance. They bring
to the market a winning combination of
power-packed performance and lower
lifecycle cost of ownership. This is in
addition to the reliability and ruggedness
that are necessary for operating in local
weather conditions and terrains. The
wide range of offerings allows Tata
Motors to provide its customers with
the best-fit vehicle. The local tie-ups
Export Focus Africa | July - December 2021

through distributors and dealers give
the company, the ability to provide
its customers with a superior overall
localised service experience.
An Expansion Strategy tailored for the
African Subcontinent
Market expansion has consistently been
one of the key pillars of strategy for
the company within the continent. Its
current network consists of a diverse
range of setups, comprising 60 3S (sales,
service and spare parts) setups, and
70+ 2S (service and spare parts) setups.
Keeping in mind the limitations brought
forth by the COVID-19 pandemic, the
company has undertaken a cautious
approach for calibrated expansion,
keeping in mind the viability of the
business and best customer experience.
Tata Motors’ commercial vehicle...
Please turn Over
15

Tata Motors: How India’s largest commercial
vehicle maker is conquering Africa
Continued from Previous page
Consequently, Tata Motors is taking the
assistance of its channel partners to
provide captive financing options which
in turn will help its customers to expand
their business quickly.

...business plan has remained cognizant
of varied customer needs within Africa
– it has focused more on the demand
for trucks and buses within Sub-Saharan
Africa, and SCVs and pick-up trucks in
North Africa, retaining a broader focus
on greater than 6-tonne category of
CVs to consolidate growth. In many of
the Sub-Saharan markets, particularly
Tanzania, Uganda, and Senegal, Tata
Motors has climbed up to be amongst
the top 3 CV brands within the greater
than 6-tonne segment. The company’s
diverse product portfolio catalogues
best-in-class vehicles that have been
adapted to suit African duty cycles and
operations, providing superior efficiency
with minimum operating costs.
In addition to the wide product portfolio,
Tata Motors also ensures a best-in-class
after-sales experience for its customers.
Towards providing complete peace of
mind to the customers, we offer Tata
Motors Protect programme including
comprehensive warranty coverage and
a slew of other aftermarket services,
through our extensive service network
across the African continent. The easy
availability and low cost of spare parts
further reduce the total cost of vehicle
ownership and adds to the customer
delight. With its strong dealer network,
Tata Genuine Parts, wide product
portfolio and financing solutions,
Tata Motors is casting a profitable
and sustainable roadmap for Africa’s
commercial vehicle transport economy,
with benefits shaping up in better forms
for the customer, industry at large and
community.

The import of second-hand vehicles is
a prevailing practice within Africa, with
nearly 48 countries out of its total of
54, permitting such import. Besides
following its strategic expansion plan,
the company has also established a
strong manufacturing footprint within
Africa to tackle this challenge. In
alignment with its push to ‘make local’
while going global, Tata Motors has
now established a total of 6 assembly
operations in the continent, with a
joint-venture with Tata Africa in South
Africa, and third-party operations in
Kenya, Nigeria, Senegal, Tunisia, and
Ethiopia. Further, Sub-Saharan Africa
can also be expected to play a pivotal
role in conducting export operations
as the company renews its focus on
expanding its exports business. Tata
Motors assembly operations in Africa,
are fully capable of assembling vehicles,
imported in the form of CKD and SKD
kits from its home country, India. This
helps in bringing the overall cost of
manufacturing down, thereby offering
the best price to the customers and
promoting local employment. It also
exports Completely Built Units (CBU),
catering to different applications in Africa
such as – public bus transport, municipal
vehicles, cement and construction
tippers, to name a few.

Paving the way for the future
Despite the COVID-19 pandemic, Africa
came out least impacted in FY21 and
focused efforts on demand-creation
helped its business in South and East
Africa grow marginally in FY21 over FY20.
As markets open up further, Tata Motors
plans to build upon the encouraging
landscape in Africa with the strategic
introduction of new products for entry
into new segments and additional
customer-centric value-added services
in the coming months. It continues to
play an active role in the commercial
vehicles industry in Africa, working
closely with customers to develop
and offer value-creating commercial
products and solutions. With a steady
commitment to serve varied needs, the
company will seek to further expand its
presence, consistently bringing new,
future-ready products to the table,
stimulate growth, expand employment
opportunities, increase possibilities
within manufacturing and fulfilling its
central motto of connecting aspirations
of its customers.

Overcoming challenges with a
focused approach
Except for South Africa and some other
organised markets in North Africa,
financing remains a key challenge within
the Sub-Saharan market. In order to
grow business, effectively facilitating
the availability of finances is imperative.
16
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The road to electric cars
The future of motoring is electric. Global manufacturers operating in South
Africa are speeding up preparations for the mass introduction of electric modes
of vehicles with renewed optimism. EPA-EFE/ALEXANDER BECHER

C

ape Town - Eskom
notwithstanding, the future
of motoring is electric. Global
manufacturers operating
in South Africa are speeding up
preparations for the mass introduction of
electric modes of vehicles with renewed
optimism.
But it will not be a smooth ride. In a
briefing to the National Council of
Provinces (NCOP) Select Committee
on Trade and Industry, Economic
Development, Small Business, Tourism,
Employment and Labour, one of the
challenges identified in the motoring
sector is the country’s small market size,
less than 0.6% of the global market.

the transport sector makes up 10.8%
of the country’s total greenhouse gas
emissions(GHG), with road transport
being responsible for 91.2% of the GHG
emissions.
As a result, the department has pledged
to reduce GHG emissions and contribute
to the reduction of South Africa’s
total emissions by committing to a 5%
reduction in the transport sector by
2050.

Add to the mix the dearth of
empowerment in the sector and the fact
that fuel-driven cars are contributing to
the destruction of the climate.

In addressing carbon footprint reduction,
the sustainability of the sector is key,
with various initiatives under way
to address the challenges around
energy-efficient vehicles – and job
creation. Electric cars and a new energy
vehicle policy appear central to these
developments while not discounting
the current impact of Covid-19 on the
industry.

The Department of Transport’s Green
Transport Strategy for South Africa
(2018-2050) showed emissions from

Mkhululi Mushi, Chief Director:
Automotives Unit, Department of Trade
Industry Competition (DTIC), during the
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presentation on the Automotive Master
Plan in the NCOP last month, expanded
on what is coming but said details of
the plan, which includes a new energy
vehicle policy, among others, are yet to
be resolved with various work streams
currently on the go.
But he warned that while the regional
market has major potential for South
African-produced new vehicles, it was
being undermined by the lack of a
common automotive regime and preowned vehicle imports.
Currently, Mushi said the average vehicle
local content was low at about 40%, but
the DTIC wants to increase it to 60%.
Stricter emission standards in the major
export markets means that South Africa
has to move quickly to greener engines,
or it would lose customers. There was
some but not sufficient growth of
telemetry and a movement towards
autonomous vehicles, he added. ...
Please turn Over
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The road to electric cars
Continued from Previous page
But probably a more contentious point
comes via the committee chairperson
Mandla Rayi, who wondered whether
the plan was underpinned by job
creation, as well as its links between
the Master Plan and the Motor Industry
Development Programme (MIDP)
and the Automotive Production and
Development Programme (APDP).
“It seemed that the MIDP and the APDP
were not particularly different from the
Master Plan, so there did not seem to
have been much progress since those
earlier programmes, 2035 was too far in
the future. The Re-Imagined Industrial
Strategy was about creating jobs
immediately, not in 2035. When one saw
what had been achieved, it seemed that
it was still a process.”

... But there would seem to be no shock
ahead from the motor manufacturing
industry when it comes to preparing
South African motorists for an electricpropelled future – regardless of Eskom’s
failure to keep lights on. But the lesson
from Eskom should spur the government
to provide incentives for ordinary South
Africans to be able to afford these
vehicles.
The Green Transport Strategy says
currently, the market share of electric
vehicles in South Africa is minimal
(approximately 700 vehicles). But
this number is expected to grow
exponentially to make a meaningful
contribution to reaching GHG reduction
targets.
Given the fossil fuels associated with
electricity production and the pressures
on South Africa’s electrical power
generation and distribution systems,
electric vehicles should preferably be
charged via renewable energy, and
in future, may even assist as back-up
power sources to households and grid
feed through their batteries. Solar
power is responsible for very low GHG
emissions (primarily associated with the
manufacture of photovoltaic cells).
In order to radically boost the uptake
of electric vehicles, the DoT, the DTIC
and National Treasury will consider
offering producers of electric vehicle
manufacturing incentives to both
18

produce and sell affordable electric cars
for both the local and export markets.
Work will be undertaken with local
research institutions to conduct research
on batteries for electric vehicles, while
national, provincial and local government
departments and authorities and the
automobile industry will set annual
targets for the uptake of electric
and hybrid electric vehicles in the
government vehicle fleet.
Research by the South African National
Energy Development Institute (SANEDI)
shows that despite the higher up-front
cost of an electric vehicle, its lifetime
cost is less than that of a conventional
car as a result of the inexpensive
electrical (solar) refuelling. Secondly,
with increased demand and production,
and the advancement in battery
technology, the high up-front costs will
come down.
ANC Northern Cape MP Mosimanegare
Mmoiemang said the DTIC needed to
talk to the small suppliers or examine
whether there was a targeted approach
to bringing small suppliers on-board
since most had limited administrative
capacity, access to funds or skills.
“The DTIC had to show a will to ensure
that the automotive vision and objectives
were pursued and had the will to
confront the inefficiencies of structures
and systems.”

Rayi said the Master Plan was still talking
about building a component industry;
currently, the components being made
were just small things. The German
vehicle makers, for example, probably
would not want even the carpets
for the vehicles made locally. Even
managing directors came from Germany
when a replacement was needed. He
doubted whether they would want any
components made locally.
In response, Mushi said new energy
vehicles would be electric and hybrid
vehicles and that the DTIC was working
with the Department of Transport
and the Department of Environment,
Forestry and Fisheries on the Green
transport strategy.
The DTIC was focusing on policy support
to allow new energy vehicles on the
road.
He said the issue of alignment of policy
was important and so that sector
included the Department of Science
and Technology and some educational
facilities, for example, the University
of Nelson Mandela has inherited the
machinery used by the country’s failed
project by Optimal Energy to develop
South Africa’s electric vehicle.
The NCOP also heard that the DTIC and
Eskom are looking at the impact of
electric vehicles and one proposal was
smart meters that would allow for the
charging of vehicles during off-peak
periods.
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Toyota begins assembly from
SKD imports in Ghana

T

oyota has started assembling
vehicles in the African republic of
Ghana, beginning with the Hilux
pickup truck. The truck is being
built at the new Toyota Tsusho assembly
plant in Tema from imported semiknockdown (SKD) kits.
The company said that next year it would
also assemble the Suzuki Swift compact
at the plant, again from SKD imports.
That follows a collaboration agreement
signed in 2019 between Toyota and
Suzuki.
The SKD kits from the Hilux are being
imported from Toyota South Africa
Motors, while the kits for the Swift
www.exportfocusafrica.com 			

will be imported from Maruti Suzuki in
India. The Hilux was previously imported
as a finished vehicle, however, given
the higher import duties on finished
vehicles (of around 20%) it is more cost
effective to import certain vehicles as
kits for assembly within the country. That
follows Ghana’s automotive industry
policy introduced in 2019 and designed
to boost the country’s economy and
employment.

reduction of the duty and VAT on its
imported CBU vehicles.”

”According to this policy, local SKD
production can be started without
making major investment,” said a
spokesperson for Toyota. ”Once
a manufacturer has started local
production of certain models, it gets

Toyota Tsusho took over all business and
operations in Africa from Toyota Motor
in January 2019. The latest plant brings
to five the number of production plants
it has in Africa, including Kenya, Egypt,
Nigeria and Rwanda.
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Toyota Tsusho, a subsidiary of Toyota
Motor, has invested $7m in the Tema
plant. It is called Toyota Tsusho
Manufacturing Ghana and will have an
annual production capacity of 1,300
vehicles. It is the first Japanese carmaker
to establish a production base in the
country.
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SINGLE SPAN

DOUBLE SPAN

Base dimension – 900 mm x 2000 mm
Maximum height without stabilizers – 2.7 m
Maximum height with stabilizers – 7.4 m
Maximum height tied to structure – 8.2 m
Resting platform every 2 m
Mobile up to 2.7 m
Permissible load per platform:
150 kg max concentrated load
275 kg uniformly distributed
Rated load, including user weight – 950 kg

Base dimension – 2000 mm x 1500 mm
Maximum height without stabilizers – 4.2 m
Maximum height with stabilizers – 12.2 m
Maximum height tied to structure – 20.2 m
Resting platform every 2 m
Mobile up to 6.2 mm
Permissible load per platform:
150 kg max concentrated load
275 kg uniformly distributed
Rated load, including user weight – 950 kg

STAIRWELL
Base dimension 2000 mm x 1500 mm
Maximum height without stabilizers – 4.5 m
Maximum height with stabilizers – 12.5 m
Maximum height tied to structure – 20.5 m
Internal staircase with handrail
Resting platform every 2 meters
Mobile up to 6.5 m
Permissible load per platform:
150 kg max concentrated load
275 kg uniformly distributed
Rated load, including user weight – 950 kg

CONTACT US

Address
Unit 4B
38 Fortune Street,
City Deep Industrial Park,
City Deep,
Johannesburg,
2197

General and sales enquiries
T: +27 87 238 2565
E: info@solve.africa
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Construction and building
material sales indicate
strengthening economy

T

he improvement in the sales
of construction and building
material was encouraging
amid the challenging economic
environment, the Steel and Engineering
Industries Federation of Southern Africa
(Seifsa) said yesterday. Picture Courtney
Africa, ANA.
THE IMPROVEMENT in the sales of
construction and building material
was encouraging amid the challenging
economic environment, the Steel and
Engineering Industries Federation of
Southern Africa (Seifsa) said yesterday.
Wholesale trade sales data released by
Statistics South Africa showed a 31.3
percent increase in sales in May this year
compared to May last year, to reach R158
billion.
Month on month, sales increased 6.3
percent from April. In the year to date,
wholesale trade sales have increased by
14.5 percent.
www.exportfocusafrica.com 			

Sales of construction and building
materials increased to R13bn from R11bn
in April, with expansionary year-on-year
growth of 115.9 percent in May.
Within the metals and engineering
(M&E) sector, the increase in the sale
of construction and building material
was driven mainly by the increase in the
demand for building supplies across all
segments, including non-ferrous metal
products, basic iron and steel products,
as well as other fabricated metal
products.
Busa warns Sasria might not have the
resources to pay claims
Widespread looting and shop closures:
What to do if you’ve run out of baby
formula
SA riots: There are limitations on
insurance claims
Seifsa chief economist Chifipa Mhango
said the figures were a sign that
Export Focus Africa | July - December 2021

economic recovery in South Africa
remained on track amid improved
trading and industrial production activity.
He said, however, that the current unrest
threatened to halt this progress, because
it has disrupted supply chains across all
sectors.
He said the government needed urgently
to mobilise all its resources to ensure
stability, to ensure that the economic
recovery was not derailed.
“Our revised indications suggest that if
the unrest continues further, production
and sales of products within the M&E
sector will be affected, as road freight
transport, which is a core element
of input supply, has been massively
disrupted, thus negatively affecting the
current positive trend in construction
and building material sales,” he said.
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Senegal to build COVID-19 vaccine
plant in bid to expand African access

A

passenger wearing a face
mask sits on bus called “Car
Rapide”, amid the outbreak
of the coronavirus disease
(COVID-19), in Dakar, Senegal June 24,
2020 /Zohra Bensemra/File Photo
DAKAR, July 9 (Reuters) - Construction
of a new plant in Senegal to manufacture
COVID-19 vaccines is expected to begin
later this year, and the facility should
produce 25 million doses per month by
the end of 2022, the financers of the
project said on Friday.
The Institute Pasteur in Senegal’s capital
Dakar, which will run the plant, and
various European development partners
said the facility would help Africa reduce
its dependence on vaccine imports,
which currently account for 99% of its
needs.
That reliance on outside manufacturing
has proved costly during the pandemic.
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Only a little more than 1% of the
continent’s population has been fully
vaccinated, and many African countries
are now seeing fresh spikes in cases.
read more
European countries and institutions,
including the European Commission,
European Investment Bank, France
and Germany, committed 6.75 million
euros ($8.01 million) in grants to support
construction of the plant during a
ceremony in Dakar.
The investment comes on top of
previous commitments by Germany
and France and is part of a 1 billion euro
($1.19 billion) initiative announced by the
European Commission in May to bolster
access to vaccines and other medicines
in Africa.
“With today’s agreement, Team Europe
is helping Senegal move one important
step closer to producing its own

vaccines and protecting Africans from
COVID-19 and other diseases,” European
Commission President Ursula von der
Leyen said in the statement.
The statement did not say which vaccines
would be produced in Senegal.
There are currently fewer than 10 African
manufacturers that produce vaccines
in Egypt, Morocco, Senegal, South
Africa and Tunisia. South Africa’s Aspen
Pharmacare (APNJ.J) produces the
Johnson & Johnson (JNJ.N) COVID-19
vaccine.
Senegal’s Institute Pasteur is the
only facility in Africa currently
producing a vaccine - a yellow fever
shot - that is pre-qualified by the
World Health Organization, which
requires manufacturers to meet strict
international standards.
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First South Africa city readies to
seek private power generation
The cities will buy the power from private operators that
construct the plants rather than run them themselves.

E

thekwini, the South African
municipality that includes the port
city of Durban, plans to seek initial
proposals for the construction of
400 megawatts of power generation.
The so-called request for information will
be the first by a South African municipal
area since the government said last year
that cities could buy electricity from
providers other than Eskom Holdings
SOC Ltd, the state utility that’s subjected
the country to intermittent outages for
over a decade.
The city will seek proposals next
week for power generation from any
technology, Sibusiso Ntshalintshali,
www.exportfocusafrica.com 			

project manager for renewable energy
and gas at Ethekwini municipality, said by
phone on Wednesday.
In addition to freeing cities in Africa’s
most-industrialized nation from
recurrent power outages, sourcing their
own power is an opportunity to pivot to
sources of energy that produce less or
no greenhouse gas emissions. Almost all
of Eskom’s power comes from coal.
Johannesburg and Cape Town have
similar plans. The City of Johannesburg
will issue a request for information for
the construction of a 150-megawatt
solar plant, 50 megawatts of rooftop
solar panels and the refurbishment of an
Export Focus Africa | July - December 2021

idle gas-fired plant that could generate
20 megawatts in September, the
municipality said in a presentation early
last month.
It will also seek information for the
installation of 100 megawatts of battery
storage.
The cities will buy the power from
private operators that construct the
plants rather than run them themselves.
Ethekwini’s request for information will
be followed by a more formal request for
proposals, a key step to getting projects
off the ground, by the end of the year.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF
GREASE COMPATIBILITY

M

ixing greases that aren’t
compatible can cause
equipment problems – from
softening of the grease to
hardening, bleeding, separation or even
catastrophic failure of components.
“It is always best practice to avoid
mixing any types of grease,” says Callum
Ford, National Marketing Manager
at Lubrication Engineers (LE) South
Africa. “However, sometimes it can’t be
avoided or it happens accidentally. When
this happens, a thorough evaluation
should be performed to ensure that
components receive effective lubrication
and avoid damage. LE has also developed
a grease compatibility to provide
guidelines based on the thickeners.”
Ford says that it’s important to note
that even though grease thickener types
may be compatible, there are other
ingredients and properties that should

26

be evaluated too when considering a
change in grease. “Base oil type and
viscosity are the most important. If
the base oil types are not compatible,
then the mixture will definitely not be
compatible, even if the thickener types
are the same.”
If the viscosities of the base oils are
very different, mixing greases can also
cause inadequate lubrication. Ford
says lab testing is available for grease
compatibility, which can ensure that
greases can be mixed together without
significant degradation of properties or
performance.
“Most equipment manufacturers
recommend never mixing different
greases, but if switching to new grease
is unavoidable, it is recommended that
the old grease be completely cleaned
out before installing the new grease,”

says Ford. “This is especially necessary
when changing to a grease type that
may be incompatible with what is
currently in use. When mixing greases
that are considered compatible, purging
of the old grease might be acceptable.
More frequent relubrication with the
new grease is recommended until it is
certain that all of the old grease has been
purged.”
When in doubt, Ford recommends
consulting with a lubrication specialist
and your equipment manufacturer to
ensure that the mixture of greases will
be acceptable.
Best practices should also be
implemented to avoid inadvertent mixing
of greases within a facility, such as using
clear grease gun tubes and implementing
proper labelling of greasing equipment
and grease points.
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PRODUCTS &
SERVICES

SOLVE offers clients a unique offering to their
aluminium needs, from design, manufacture,
installation and maintenance, SOLVE offers a
holistic service.
Our pride lies in our research and development,
delivery, quality of product and client
management.
Manufacturing operations are based in
Johannesburg, South Africa, where our
team of engineers work on complex as well
as simple, high volume designs for clients
who are based worldwide. Taking advantage
of the favourable exchange rate, banking
stability and the implementation of the
latest technology, SOLVE offers a competitive
advantage to our European, Chinese and local
clients who need a holistic solution to their
production needs.
- Once off component manufacture
- Manufacture of Ladders
- Manufacture of Scaffolding
- OEM
- Specialised product manufacturing
- Consulting services

SOLVE

is an international company specialising in
the manufacture of aluminium consumer
goods, OEM services and specialised
production of complex products.

T

he Badger ladder range has been
designed based on a versatile range
of home and industrial applications.
Whatever your requirement we are capable of
delivering a ladder suited to your needs.

Our focus on safety standards makes these products
a perfect choice for retail or industrial applications
both locally and abroad. All products are tested before
leaving the facility and pass a stringent 20 point QC
process before delivery.
Our facility runs 24 hours per day, six days a week, producing
more than 12,000 ladders per month enabling us to meet
your requirements.

HEAVY
DUTY
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Covid-19 pandemic hurts African farmers’
production, income and food security

African governments have been urged to make feasible
policy shifts that will allow the agriculture sector and farming
businesses to better weather the Covid-19 pandemic.

A

frican governments have
been urged to make feasible
policy shifts that will allow the
agriculture sector and farming
businesses to better weather the
Covid-19 pandemic.
A survey conducted by the Olam group
on the effects of Covid on smallholder
farmers’ livelihoods found that more
than 50% of respondents reported
impacts across income, production, food
security and nutrition.
In all, Olam surveyed 3 432 farmers
across 19 countries during March.
While addressing the challenges farmers
have faced during the pandemic,
healthcare issues must also be dealt
with urgently, International Finance
Corporation leader for agribusiness
Samuel Dzotefe said in a webinar
arranged by African Business to discuss
the survey this week.
“This is not just about the agribusiness,
but also includes health related-issues.
Because sick people can’t go and work
on farms,” Dzotefe said. “Health-related
issues in farms must be addressed
quickly.
www.exportfocusafrica.com 			

“Infrastructure is very important for the
agricultural sector. Where you produce
food is different to where food is sold.
We need to boost infrastructure, even
the roads we use in the sector.”
Dzotefe said the agricultural sector
required affordable energy and electricity
for its production.
Olam vice-president for sustainability
Julie Greene said lower incomes and
reduced production may trap farmers in
a downward spiral, because they had less
to reinvest in future production.
“Short-term measures like school
closures and longstanding issues like
undiversified farms or income sources
multiply the challenge,” Greene said,
adding that her organisation was already
investing more in technology for farmers
to boost their businesses.
“The pandemic has, however, trapped
them in a downward spiral,” she said.
There was a need to improve farmers’
access to loans, labour and inputs such
as ploughs to increase productivity and
reduce post-harvest loss, Greene said.
Export Focus Africa | July - December 2021

Participants at the webinar agreed that
the pandemic might be an opportunity
for farmers to find new ways of
improving their production patterns.
“We need to modernise our agriculture.
We must give farmers access to
information and data that will help them
do business better and innovatively,”
said Kwagwiria Koome from the
Rockefeller foundation.
“We have to be creative to find solutions
that assist farmers. We can overcome
the impacts of the pandemic and get
through it.”
Debisi Araba, former director of
the Africa Green Revolution Forum,
urged African governments to enable
fair policies that created room for
agribusinesses to thrive, adding that
it was important to consult the sector
when formulating such policies.
“Let us together push for ICT
[information and communications
technology] to be spread out in rural
areas and ensure that the cost of energy
is cheaper and accessible for farmers. We
need to build resilience throughout the
sector,” Araba said.
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Community Health Workers As the
Backbone of Primary Healthcare
Delivery - Rwanda’s Approach

By Bashar Abubakar

H

ealth care should be equitable.
This means it must be accessible
to anyone, regardless of social
class, or place of residence. For
a pregnant woman dwelling either in
the hills of Rwanda, or in the deserts of
www.exportfocusafrica.com 			

Niger Republic, comprehensive antenatal
care and support is very important. The
work of providing critical care to women
and children in the last mile is enormous,
requiring passion and tenacity. One
group of health care workers who do this
work consistently is community health
workers (CHWs).
Export Focus Africa | July - December 2021

In the African scenario where the
shortage of health workers often
diminishes optimal healthcare delivery,
CHWs fill the void in rural communities,
providing care and saving lives. They are
usually members of the communities
continued to next page...
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Community Health Workers As the Backbone...
...continued from previous page
they are working in and receive
shorter training than conventional
health professionals. In many African
communities, they are the first port of
call for health care seekers, particularly
pregnant women.
Several African countries have different
models of using CHWs to provide
community care. Overall, the outcomes
are similar, saving lives and preventing
complications for the most vulnerable,
often hard to reach people on the
continent. In the first of a two-part
series on the work of CHWs in African
countries, we chronicle Rwanda's CHW
system.

indicators like the number of patients
assisted or referred. These incentives are
coordinated by the CHWs themselves
through various cooperatives.
At over 45,000, Rwanda's CHW network
is the largest single group of healthcare
providers in the country. They are
available in every community, village and
district. According to Dr. Carolyn Aling,
a consultant gynecologist at Sheikh
Khalifah Hospital in the country's capital,
Kigali, the services they provide have
helped improve the country's health
indices, especially for maternal and child
health. "The fact that these CHWs are
trained to identify pregnant women with
high risks has helped a lot in early referral

and management. That has contributed
to reduced incidences of complications
and even deaths". Dr Aling also pointed
out that prolonged labor is another
problem the CHWs are helping to avert.
As the CHWs live in the communities,
they have a register of every woman who
is pregnant or breastfeeding.
Aside from monitoring antenatal
attendance in health facilities, they
also keep track of pregnancies. Women
whose expected delivery dates are close
are kept on notice to alert the CHWs
immediately they present signs of labor.
The CHWs usually take women to health
facilities for delivery and accompany
them to district hospitals if necessary.

An All-inclusive Care Approach
Rwanda is a landlocked country in east
Africa with a population of 13 million
people. One of Africa's shining lights in
the continent's drive towards universal
health coverage, Rwanda's CHW
approach is one that ensures access to
quality healthcare in every community.
Started in 1995 after the genocide,
Rwanda's CHW program is aimed at
providing maternal and child healthcare
in the country's rural communities. In
every community of between 50 and 150
households, three CHWs were stationed.
Two of these, a male and female pair are
referred to as binomes. They focus on
identification and treatment of childhood
diseases such as malaria, diarrhea, and
malnutrition in the community, while
also being responsible for the provision
of contraceptives to community
members. The third CHW, who must be
female, focuses on the provision of care
to pregnant and breastfeeding women,
including antenatal, postnatal and
delivery assistance.
In 2018, the Rwandan government
deployed an additional CHW to each
village, with the purpose of providing
care for chronic diseases like HIV,
Tuberculosis, and palliative care for
cancer patients. This additional CHW
visits patients with chronic conditions
to counsel them, ensure adherence to
medications, and transport them to
district hospitals if necessary. To ensure
the delivery of quality care, the CHWs are
trained on their area of concentration as
assigned by the Ministry of Health.
To become a CHW, at least a secondary
school education is necessary. CHWs
work as volunteers in the country so,
they do not receive a salary. They are
compensated through performancebased incentives, based on certain
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As a result, prolonged labor is prevented
and the complications that may arise are
averted.

Successes of the CHW Program
Rwanda has a three-tier health care
system: Community health centres to
which the CHWs are attached, district
hospitals that receive referrals from the
community health centres and tertiary
hospitals. The referral system ensures
that CHWs are the first port of call for
people seeking care and refer people to
community health centres. Cases that
cannot be handled at the health centres
are referred to district hospitals and if
necessary, tertiary hospitals. This process
allows district and tertiary hospitals to
attend to cases requiring specialised

care.
According to Dr. Fernand Rwamwejo
who works with Babyl Health, a digital
health company based in Kigali, CHWs in
Rwanda are the bedrock of the country's
health system. "If not for them, our
tertiary health facilities would have long
been overwhelmed. They are basically
the backbone of our primary health care
system which now caters for a majority
of the healthcare needs of our people."
Ambroise Murindangabo, a former CHWs
supervisor at Burera district, believes
that their work was the main catalyst for
Rwanda's achievement of the Millennium
Development Goals (MDGs). "The way
they help people get healthcare services
through the mountainous terrains has
made life easier for, especially women

and children" Murindangabo, who
worked with the CHWs from 2012 to 2018
said. He added that the work the CHWs
do is mainly out of passion and love for
their communities, as they leave their
farms and other sources of livelihood to
provide care to the people.
Life expectancy in Rwanda has
skyrocketed from 31 years in 1995 to 69
years in 2018, one of the highest on the
continent. Maternal mortality, which
was 1,160 per 100,000 live births in 2000
has reduced tremendously to 248 per
100,000 in 2017. Infant mortality also
dropped from 120 per 1000 live births in
1995 to 26 per 1000 live births in 2019.
These successes, both Dr. Aling and Dr.
Rwamwejo believe, are largely due to the
work of CHWs in Rwandan communities.
The success of Rwanda's CHW program
can be attributed to several factors
including greater coordination. Arguably,
the biggest contributor to this success is
Rwanda's health insurance policy. Under
the policy, no Rwandan, regardless of
socioeconomic status, is denied the care
they need. People in communities who
are not able to afford health insurance
are supported by the government. This
means lack of money is not a barrier to
seeking care. "A pregnant woman does
not worry about money for antenatal
and during delivery, even if she requires a
cesarian section in the district or tertiary
hospitals, she does not have to pay",
said Dr. Aling. This has created trust in
the system and for the CHWs, such that
whenever they refer an individual to
a health facility, there is no reason for
them to refuse.
CHWs contribute significantly to
healthcare delivery across several
African countries. They have bridged
the critical gap in human resource for
health in the last mile, and their positive
impact across the continent must be
commended. However, most CHWs
work as volunteers, receiving only
a stipend for their services which is
usually not enough to cover their basic
needs. This is demotivating and goes
against the principles of equity itself.
Rwanda is leveraging the CHW program
to drive healthcare provision in rural
communities, it is paramount that the
country provides proper compensation
for them. This includes enrolling
them into the civil service as fulltime
employees, with full benefits. Such a
move will encourage the Community
Health Workers and ensure that the
equity we advocate for in healthcare
delivery is also enjoyed by those
providing the care.
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South Africa wants to block imports of
more products that aren’t ‘100% local’

S

mall business development minister Khumbudzo Ntshavheni says
the department is in talks with the
Department of Trade, Industry and
Competition to designate more products
under the 100% local content category to
support SMMEs in the local manufacturing sector.
The minister said this when ministers
in the economics sector replied to oral
questions in the National Council of Provinces (NCOP) on Tuesday.
Ntshavheni said South Africa runs an
open economy, which means it competes internationally and products are
allowed to be in the country.
However, the Department of Trade,
Industry and Competition designates
certain products for 100% local content,
which means that products that are
produced in other countries in certain
categories cannot be allowed into South
Africa because the products that must
be in the country are those products that
are produced locally.
“For instance, we are working with
the Department of Trade, Industry and
Competition to designate more products
for 100% or 80% local content to minimize
the entrance of other products in the
country.
“In addition, we are working with the
South African Revenue Service and
customs to make sure that those products that are designated for 100% local
www.exportfocusafrica.com 			

content are not allowed in our shores to
protect local companies.”
She said the department’s primary
responsibility as a department is to
ensure that SMMEs in this country who
are operating in the manufacturing space
can produce products that are of good
quality which are also competitive in
terms of pricing to ensure that products
that are made outside of the country do
not find traction with our consumers.

the period under review, have supported
737 manufacturing SMMEs that generated 267,886,172 in total revenue and
sustained 527 manufacturing-based jobs
and created 1,364 new jobs.

Support for youth, women-owned SMMEs in manufacturing

“To ensure that SMME manufacturers
continuously produce high quality products, the SEDA Conformity Assessment
Programme supported a total of 207
manufacturers for product testing, certification, design and quality management
and different national SANS (national
standards) and international standards
organization compliance.”

The minister said, meanwhile, that the
Department of Small Business Development has been supporting SMMEs in
manufacturing through the SMME-Focused Localisation Framework.

Ntshavheni said the SEDA Technical
Assistance Programme supported a total
of 684 manufacturers with product and
process technology to the value of R15
million.

This includes the Small Enterprise Manufacturing Support Programme, which is
aimed at providing financial and business
development support to small enterprises in the manufacturing industries sub
sectors.

From the 2019/20 financial year to date,
the Small Enterprise Finance Agency
(SEFA) has disbursed R68 million to
youth-owned enterprises and disbursed
R167 million to women-owned enterprises in the manufacturing sector alone.

She said through the Small Enterprise
Development Agency (SEDA), the department supports a total of 23 manufacturing-based incubators in the chemicals,
steel and stainless steel-based metals,
aluminium which has metal fabrication,
biofuels, clothing, footwear and leather,
food, bakery and confectionary, tech
hardware and furniture manufacturing.

“Cooperatives operating within the manufacturing sector produced clothing and
textiles, bricks and blocks, ice, toilet papers, bakery and confectionary products,
cosmetics, steel, arts and crafts.

“These manufacturing incubators, for
Export Focus Africa | July - December 2021

“Through the Cooperatives Incentive
Scheme, a total of 118 cooperatives with
77 majority-women beneficiaries and 18
majority-youth beneficiaries were supported to the value of R34.5 million.”
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Zimbabwe: African Trade Bombshell

T

HE Confederation of Zimbabwe
Industries (CZI) has given its first
elaborate indication that domestic manufacturing firms are too
weak to handle a glut of imports from
big guns under the African Continental
Free Trade Area (AfCFTA).
AfCFTA rolled into life this January, with
54 of the 55 African Union (AU) member
states rallying firms to line up exportation strategies and reach out to Africa’s
1,3 billion people.
However, it is not all about exports.
Companies are bracing for higher
volumes of cheap imports originating
within the AU, which will pile pressure
on industries in struggling markets like
Zimbabwe.
On paper, the AfCFTA agreement presents an opportunity for Zimbabwe to rebuild its industries after haemorrhaging
for 21 years due to diminishing spending
power, a grinding foreign currency crisis
and bottlenecks in power supply.
These hurdles were amplified by last
year’s outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic, which compounded a crisis that was
already worsening.
In an analysis of prospects under the bloc
that widely liberalises the African market
eliminating tariffs in 90% of the region’s
merchandise, CZI said the US$3,4 trillion
bloc presents setbacks to local firms
that lack economies of scale to produce
at less costs and export competitively
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priced products.
CZI said instead of joining the campaign
to scale up intra Africa trade, government should negotiate with peers to
defer trade liberalisation while scour the
markets to raise US$2 billion and reposition for an overflow of merchandise from
big guns.
“The biggest question is on whether Zimbabwe, and the industry in particular are
ready to take advantage of the AfCFTA?”
CZI asked in the second quarter Business and Economic Intelligence Report
released last Thursday.
“As things stand now, the simple answer
is no. Given years of de-industrialisation, decline in local value chains and
limited retooling, the local industry is
constrained to take full advantage of the
AfCFTA.
“Thus, the industry needs to come up
with long-term export strategies that
take the AfCFTA into consideration such
as growing export markets and retooling/upgrading production processes to
become efficient and be able to competitively compete with the rest of the
continent.”
CZI added: “Negotiate for more time
in AfCFTA for liberalisation to allow for
domestic industry to retool and upgrade
production processes.
“The operating environment remains far
from ideal, especially faced with the implementation of AfCFTA, which requires

a determined approach to enterprise
level and business environment- driven
competitiveness, to ward off competition from impending imports and to
compete on the continental market.”
It said capacity to participate in AfCFTA
had been undermined by lack of investment.
Constraints to investment include
challenges for foreign investors to
remit dividends through banks, liquidity
constraints, risky exchange control regulations, negative country perception,
punitive taxes and a complex business
climate.
“Current capacity utilisation of 47% in
industry is significantly low, meaning that
firms are not operating at optimal levels
to enjoy economies of scale that reduce
per unit cost of production to render export price competitive,” said the report.
“The high cost of doing business environment emanating from over-regulation,
heavy taxation, complex import and
export procedures, utility and infrastructure deficiencies further constrains
AfCFTA readiness for business.
“The country also needs to develop its
local value chains to ensure that most of
the raw materials needed for industry
are sourced locally and not rely on importation from countries that would also be
competitors. Government must tax for
growth, not for revenue collection,” CZI
added.
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Southern Africa: SADC Climate
Financing Too Limited to Boost
Renewables in the Region

T

he SADC region is
developing its renewable
energy sector despite
limited funding for
renewables capital.
However, if SADC is seeking to lower
emissions and increase renewable
energy supply by 2040, progress is
delayed by various barriers.
As South Africa looks to diversify
its coal-dependent energy supply,
financial institutions are also looking
to divest from coal and chase
good returns in the environmental,
social and governance space.
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Capital for environmentally just
projects has been growing in recent
years. Africa, however, and more
particularly the Southern African
Development Community (SADC)
region, has been getting the short
end of the stick when it comes to
accessing financing to develop their
renewables energy sector.
SADC has been receiving $1-billion
from Development Finance
Institutions (DFIs) each year towards
the development of renewables for
the past decade. However, Laura
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Cozzi, chief energy modeller at the
International Energy Agency said in
a panel discussion that $1-trillion was
needed from the developed world
to assist emerging countries to scale
up renewable energy supply.
Existing funding has been coming
from various multilateral and
financial institutions regionally and
globally. A third (33%) of funding for
renewables in the SADC region has
come from the Export-Import Bank
of China (CHEXIM) which...
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Felbridge Ships South Africa’s
First Medical Cannabis Export

elbridge, a prominent South African
cultivator and provider of cannabis
and hemp starting materials, is thrilled
to report that the first commercial
shipment of dried cannabis flower from South
Africa to Switzerland has been successfully
exported.
It was delivered from the Cape Town
International Airport, establishing Felbridge
as one of the world’s major producers for
the worldwide market and bridging the gap
between African production and European
demand.
The shipment is the first under a multi-year
arrangement. Similarly-sized loads are likely
to be exported following the company’s
production plan in the following months and
years.
Cannabis Cargo Shipped To Macedonia
The shipment follows Felbridge’s
announcement that it had recently
transported its first cargo of in-vitro cannabis
tissue culture to a licensed producer in
Macedonia’s North Macedonian province.
Chief Executive Officer of Felbridge Leslie
Zetler says sending the first commercial
shipment of medicinal cannabis from
South Africa to Europe represents “our
most significant milestone to date.” That is
considered a significant accomplishment for
Felbridge company and the South African
cannabis and hemp industries.
The first exported medical cannabis
confirms the company’s belief that their
genetics, which are developed using
artificial intelligence breeding technologies,
will continue to be in high demand in the
European market in the future.

clones, or in-vitro tissue. This is done to ensure
that client quality and regulatory standards
are met.
As a result of their existing genetics’ unique
and predictable properties, Leslie Zetler
added that they able to “maximize production
potential, while minimizing risk.” In light
of this export, Zetler stated that they are
confident that the regulatory framework,
market, and logistics have all demonstrated
their ability to perform as expected.
Felbridge Will Use Offtake Opportunities
The group will be approaching other licensed
producers with offtake opportunities,
leveraging Felbridge genetics in the nottoo-distant future. “Our special focus [is]
emerging farmers with the requisite skills,”
Zetler explained. He added that the licensing
and infrastructure would be included to
cultivate high-quality medical cannabis flowers
for export for their existing customers.
Offtake agreements not only allow licensees
“to [improve] their business plans [but also]
allow the industry to expand and flourish,”
Zetler continued. As a result, there is potential
for South Africa to become a key producer
for the worldwide market and a source of
significant export earnings for the country.
Felbridge has established meaningful working
partnerships with worldwide corporations and
local organizations that will serve as a solid
foundation for future growth. Furthermore, it
is the authorized distributor for Puregene in
the African market. It distributes its genetics
through seed, rooted cuttings, and tissue
culture.

It has also inked an arrangement with Perfect
Plants, a significant biotechnology business
based in the Netherlands, to expand its starter
material supply by exploiting Perfect Plants’
enormous genetic library and delivering
Perfect Plants seed to farmers in the region.
In the fourth quarter of 2021, Felbridge wants
to be a full member of the South African
National Seed Organization (SANSOR),
after the organization’s whole operation, to
produce cannabis and hemp seed production.
The company’s objective is to become the
preeminent planter in South Africa, offering
high-quality medical cannabis and hemp
products and starting materials to the
international market. It is undeniably on track
to meet this target.
“Felbridge continues to execute on its
strategy,” Zetler reported. They already
completed exports of both dry flower and
in-vitro tissue to Europe. Additionally, the
company supplies seed, rooted clones, and
tissue culture to licensed producers in the
United States and Canada.
Felbridge’s order book is growing, which
is a testament to the quality of service and
products they provide. This will serve as a firm
foundation for future success.
“Felbridge has proven to the market that
we not only have offtake but that we have
delivered upon it,” Zetler remarked. He also
thanked Felbridge’s team of employees, “who
have worked tirelessly” to ensure that their
high-quality products are introduced to the
market safely and responsibly while complying
with all applicable regulatory requirements.

Zetler felt that their group had taken a
significant first step toward responding
to President Ramaphosa’s appeal for local
industry growth in line with global trends,
which he made in his 2020 State of the Nation
speech.
With Felbridge’s acquisition of its cultivation
license in 2020, the firm establishes a
distribution route for its dried flower and
starter material products and positions itself
to aid other licensed cultivators who employ
its genetics to gain access to global markets.
Smaller producers may have difficulty
navigating the highly regulated global
cannabis industry. Felbridge is bridging
this gap by supplying licensed farmers with
genetically-superior cannabis and hemp
genetics in desired forms like seeds, rooted
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EU Green Deal could slash SA
food exports to Europe

T

he EU’s Green Deal could see
a drastic reduction in food
imports to the region, which
would heavily affect South
Africa’s fresh produce industry.
The Green Deal is a set of policy
initiatives that aims to make the region
climate-neutral by 2050. South African
producers of crops that are already
grown in the EU will be hardest hit by
the scaling back of imports, as the deal
seeks to focus on EU-grown produce to
reduce transport emissions.
Speaking during a recent Produce
Marketing Association (PMA) webinar,
Stephanie Wunder, coordinator for
food systems at the Ecologic Institute
in Germany, said the deal sought to
address social and economic issues,
alongside environmental sustainability.
This meant that food production
regulations would also take into account
responsible business practices and
labour laws.
“The laws will initially be implemented
in the EU, and will then [later] cover
imports as well to level the playing
field. The key focus areas include a 50%
reduction in chemical pesticides, a 25%
www.exportfocusafrica.com 			

conversion to organically produced
food, a reduction in plastic packaging,
and a greater focus on sourcing food
locally.”
She added that the demand for
regionally produced food was already
increasing, as food systems had become
more resilient during the COVID-19
pandemic, and people had connected
with local producers. There was also a
greater awareness of the financial and
environmental costs of transporting
food.
“I foresee that food imports to the EU
will reduce in years to come. While
the [region] can be self-sufficient in
the calories we need, our diets would
change drastically if we were to rely
only on local production. So, I don’t
believe all imports would be cut, but we
certainly can’t be as reliant on imported
food as we have been in the past,” she
added.
Lianne Jones, country manager for the
PMA in South Africa, said South African
producers of counter-seasonal crops
would benefit under the proposed
regulations, as would those who
produce crops, such as bananas, which
Export Focus Africa | July - December 2021

the EU is unable to produce.
“However, the export windows might
tighten as the EU seeks to make do with
locally grown produce for as long into
the season as possible.
“Those who do export will, however,
face stricter standards. This will include
an improvement in human standards [of
living] and fair wages, which need to be
maintained throughout the value chain.”
Jones noted that the upside of the
proposed legislation was that codes
of conduct would be implemented to
prevent unfair business practices by
retailers. “Contracts would not be able
to be cancelled at the last minute, and
there could be a consolidation of audits
to prevent each supermarket from
having an increasing number of audits
to fulfil.”
Jones and Wunder added that while the
implementation of these regulations
would start in the EU, they would
effectively be setting the standard for
the rest of the world. This meant that
producers would need to comply with
the regulations, regardless of where
their markets were located.
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Creating Seamless Interconnectedness
in a Geographically Divided World

W

hat started in 1933 as a
family company has grown
into an international
organisation with abilities
to move cargo from the deepest darkest
parts of the African continent to the
other end of the horizon.
With its headquarters in Zug,
Switzerland, and worldwide offices
and operations, Access World is a
global service provider specialising
in warehousing and logistics of
commodities in over twenty-five
countries across the globe.
Throughout the years, Access World
has successfully diversified into various
commodities and operations and
predicts this trajectory to continue to
grow into the foreseeable future, in
particular, with trade relations between
Africa and Asia on the rise.
Leveraging off an extensive international
network and providing a one-stop service
is made possible through our network
of port and warehouse facilities that
paves the way for providing seamless
interconnectedness in a geographically
divided world.
Since 2010, the Asian region has been
www.exportfocusafrica.com 			

Africa’s biggest trade partner. China is
now also South Africa’s single biggest
investor. Trade relations between the
two continents are driven by a dynamic
of mutual interest as Africa’s stockpile of
natural resources fuels the development
of new technologies. In return, Africa
gains infrastructure and manufactured
goods from Asia.
Corne du Toit Project Forwarding &
Freight Commercial manager describes a
recent project successfully undertaken,
illustrating the above. Access World
managed the logistics of electrical power
generating equipment originating from
China destined for Hwange, Zimbabwe
in Africa for the development of a new
thermal power station.
“This project was the epitome of Access
World’s ability to provide a streamlined
service throughout the entire supply
chain from break bulk ocean freight and
complex logistics into landlocked African
regions. An Intercontinental and multicountry consignment like this involves
staff members in the east, our behind-thescenes team in Durban, and the hands-on
team on the wharf. Access World was
appointed to oversee the vessel discharge
and loading as well as arranging transit
customs clearance, a detailed route
Export Focus Africa | July - December 2021

survey, road transport to site, final import
customs clearance, repairs to a 10km
entry road to the project site as well as
a site inspection at the plant to ensure
no obstacles hindered the delivery and
offloading on site.”
Africa, regarded as the fastestgrowing continent in the world, has a
lot of project activity throughout the
continent. In particular, there are large
investments in the mining, energy, and
manufacturing sector by Chinese stateowned companies that import much
of the necessary mining equipment to
Africa and export the mined resources
back to Asia for manufacturing.
With major consumption and production
hubs located in Asia, it has the
momentum to continue to grow in the
foreseeable future. Access World is in
an excellent position to support this
development with its global footprint
in strategic locations to bridge the
gap from one continent to another
seamlessly.
Recent major trade partnerships
and agreements have created new
opportunities and highlighted Asia’s
importance within the global trade flow.
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The Access World Project Team’s motto
is, “providing 1st world project logistics
solutions in 3rd world countries,” across
both Asia and Africa. Executing a project
successfully from planning to delivery
requires the grit and know-how to
identify alternative solutions within an
ever-changing environment.
In the world of logistics one thing
remains constant: Change. Of which
Access World is no stranger to.
With many countries placed under
lockdown, import and export slowed
significantly leaving many shipping
containers stranded at their previous
destinations with vessels unable to
collect them. However, China resumed
exports earlier than the rest of the
42

world, while other nations were (and still
are) dealing with restrictions; reduced
workforces, production issues, containerand vessel imbalance, and demand/
supply issues which led to major supply
chain issues and bottlenecks around the
world.
With an increase in consumer demand,
limited supply, and extreme congestion
at all major seaports, importers and
exporters have been forced to look at
alternative shipping modes for cargo.
“We have been able to leverage on
our relationships with core container
carriers to secure space and equipment in
advance,” said Du Toit.
Access World supported its clients with

alternatives solutions like breakbulk
freight as well as the use of NOR
containers (Non-Operating Reefer
containers) using their key exporting
hubs in China and Malaysia.
In addition, Ang Jia Rong Commercial
Deputy Manager added: “Access World in
Asia has warehouses in strategic locations
acting as transshipment hubs, enabling
us to offer our clients storage solutions
for all types of cargo. Making stocks
available closer to the end consumers
eliminates the shortage of equipment
and lead times versus the long-haul trade.
These commodities include ferrous and
non-ferrous metals, project cargo, EV
raw materials, agricultural products,
chemicals, and reagents to name a few.”
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more than 300 warehouse facilities
and a staff complement of over 900
people, the family ethos lives on as
Access World provides a worldwide
network of passionate people who make
international logistics a seamless reality.
Though many businesses have been
affected by the impact of COVID-19, the
mining logistics industry in Africa and
Asia has been fortunate with demand for
raw materials and project-related cargo
at an all-time high.
Customers are more determined than
ever before to meet project deadlines
which have been extended during the
global pandemic and has led to higher
value in commodities such as precious
and non-ferrous metals, which proved
to be resolute and strengthened
in value. “There is currently a big
diversification drive within our business,
with the warehousing of metals and
minerals remaining at the core of our
business further diversifying globally into
Project cargo and Projects logistics, EV
materials, renewable energy, forestry, and
agricultural products,” said Du Toit.
The use of renewable energy sources
and the development of cleaner
technologies will see Africa’s natural
resources being shipped to countries
where manufacturing takes place. “The
transformation to a greener economy
has caused a structural upward shift in
demand for copper, nickel and silver,
which are all needed in bigger quantities
for electric cars, photovoltaic panels and
the like.” Added Alfred Vermeulen, APAC
Commercial Director.

Amidst finding solutions to the shortage
of shipping containers, the global
Covid-19 pandemic propelled the world
into unchartered waters with the
fourth industrial revolution that placed
dependence on technology to ensure
that business operations continued as
employees worked from home.
“We believe in overcoming the barriers
to intercontinental logistics and strive
to provide our clients with real-time
solutions in an ever-changing world
through various communication platforms
such as the “get a quote” feature on our
new website, virtual e-conferences, email,
and phone.” Said Jonathan Tan - Deputy
Manager, Commercial.
Now active in over 25 countries with
www.exportfocusafrica.com 			

With Asia’s investment into Africa
and a rigorous approach to mining
Africa’s natural resources to fuel the
development of new technologies,
Access World’s strategic locations
between the two continents aim to
play an important role. This includes
the transportation of both the required
project cargo from Asia to establish
mines and other infrastructure in
remote African countries and the
export of the mined cargo back to Asian
manufacturers.
Ryan Sutherland, Global Commercial
Lead added, “Africa’s position as a major
commodity supplier to Asian markets
cannot be underestimated. We remain
extremely bullish on the role that Africa
will play in transitioning our world toward
a greener, brighter future. Demand
forecast for commodities such and Cobalt
and Copper will increase exponentially
over the next decade as we transition
towards a carbon-neutral society. As
Export Focus Africa | July - December 2021

a supply chain leader in the mine-tomarket space, we are acutely aware of
the need to support this growth and are
extremely proud to have invested in our
latest logistics project in Africa. A new
super-hub comprising of two warehousing
operations over 160,000 sqm located
4kms from the port of Durban, South
Africa. In conjunction with our facilities in
Namibia, Tanzania, and Mozambique, we
believe that Durban will continue to hold
the key as one of the preferred corridors
for consumers and producers moving
products and commodities between Africa
and Asia and we are delighted to have
made this investment to support such
growth.”
Access World is an industry leader
due to the global reach, extensive
network available across the globe, and
investments that reach far beyond the
African continent. In 2020, Access World
amplified this global dominance by being
selected as the tenant in Busan New
Port’s Ungdong Distripark (South Korea)
by the Busan Port Authority. “We plan
to build and operate a new state-of-theart, multi-purpose warehouse on the land
at Busan New port area to cater for new
and existing customers,” said Billy Hong,
Regional General Manager, North East
Asia. As the tenant in Busan New Port’s
Ungdong Distripark, Access World was
awarded a 50,820 sqm piece of land to
cater for various logistics services and
products to clients worldwide.
From humble beginnings, Access
World has developed into an industry
pioneer for the export and import of all
major commodities and provides fully
integrated logistics and warehousing
solutions with first-class handling from
production to packaging across the
entire supply chain.
Providing a seamless connection
between continents through a single
service provider allows for peace of mind
for all areas of the supply chain including
forwarding, chartering, warehousing
for both physical and exchange-listed
commodities, customs clearing, stock
monitoring, and reporting and other
value-added services such as crushing,
screening, cutting and packing with
Access World at the helm of it all.
With the various obstacles throughout
2020, Access World used each as an
opportunity for growth and as a result,
has solidified the already noteworthy
brand authority with new solutions and
strengthened bonds between the African
and Asian continents, creating seamless
interconnectedness in a geographically
divided world.
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BME enables access to virtual
online technical services

technical staff, but it is also in association
with other recognized third-party specialists in blasting, mining and construction,”
said Scovira. “The initial online consultation to discuss and scope out a blasting
project is at no charge, and the service is
not limited to existing BME clients only.”
The range of services offered include
blast fragmentation distribution
prediction for surface greenfield sites,
fragmentation distribution optimization
for supporting mine-to-mill initiatives at
established surface and underground
sites, and rock characterization and
specifications for blasting in hot or
reactive ground. The team are also able
to provide solutions related to highwall
blast design and management, as well
as novel and disruptive blast design and
mining methods.

O

mnia Group company BME is
now providing technical blasting services online, giving the
industry access to experienced
specialists through virtual consultations
and solutions.
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The service is an important part of BME’s
recently upgraded website, according
to the company’s Global Manager for
Blasting Science D. Scott Scovira.
“Our online technical blasting service
is provided not only by BME’s in-house
Export Focus Africa | July - December 2021

The new BME website, which has enhanced security and personal protection
compliance, and is optimized for audiences across the globe, gives customers
and stakeholders seamless access to a
wide variety of valuable information, and
integrates critical portals focusing on
BME’s AXXIS™ digital initiation system
brand and its BLAST ALLIANCE portfolio
of software solutions.
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In Africa, it takes more than a weeklong,
quasi-coup to knock mining off its stride

S

OUTH African mining companies
say their investment case has
been battered by the violent looting in KwaZulu-Natal and Gauteng
provinces between July 12 and 16, but the
long-term impact may be limited.
“There has been damage to our equity
investment case,” said Errol Smart, CEO
of Orion Minerals, a company developing
the R4.8bn Prieska Copper-Zinc project
in South Africa’s Northern Province.
“That hurts. To recover that is going to
be difficult.”
Shares in Orion Minerals are 10% weaker
this month with most of the decline
starting from July 7, the day of former
president Jacob Zuma’s incarceration in
the Estcourt Correctional Centre in KwaZulu-Natal where most of the ‘protests’
occurred. So far, 212 people have died as
a result of attacks on retail centres and
industrial facilities.
The events as they played out on TV
screens globally smack of an “unholy
trinity” of want, criminality, and opportunistic politics, says Smart.
Shares in Pan African Gold, a 200,000
ounce a year gold miner, are 6% weaker
this month. “It’s clear there’s been an impact,” says its CEO, Cobus Loots. “We’re
still counting the cost. Who knows
what’s going to happen?”
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Thankfully, neither company is concerned the midwinter ructions will
hamper R7bn+ in the combined project
funding they require. Development
investment funding is being set up for
Prieska Copper-Zinc Project whilst Pan
African’s R1.2bn Egoli mine, and an
as-yet-unspecified Mintails project west
of Johannesburg will be funded from
cash flow.
Similarly, R6.3bn in investment recently
laid out by Sibanye-Stillwater will be
financed using internal resources. “We’re
in the fortunate position that we’re making lots of money,” said James Wellsted,
spokesperson for the gold and platinum
group metals producer.
Although the protests will add to the
giant-size blot on the South African
sovereign ledger, mining projects tend
to find a way through the crisis. It takes
more than a localised, mini-coup to
knock mines off their stride as has been
amply demonstrated throughout Africa.
Hundreds of deaths and violent attacks
in West Africa, including jihadist terrorist
attacks in Burkina Faso and a coup in
Mali in the last 18 months, don’t dissuade
resources investors if the market is incentivising minerals production in a region
that is mineral-rich.
West Africa has attracted the most gold
exploration spend after North America

and Australia and consequently has been
host to an estimated 79 million ounces in
new discoveries in the past decade, the
most globally, according to S&P Market
Intelligence. Six of the world’s largest
gold producers by market capitalisation
have a presence in the region.
In South Africa, the localised nature of
the protests is also understood. It’s just
over 1,000 kilometres – about a ten hour
car drive – from Orion’s project in Prieska
to Durban, the epicentre of the protests.
One unknown question, however, is
how the South African government will
develop policy given the shock of the
last week. One risk is that President Cyril
Ramaphosa’s government’s pragmatic, reform-orientated approach to the
economy might be disrupted by pressure
from the idealogues.
“We think the RETs [radical economic
transformation] guys have now played
their hand,” said Wellstead of the ANC
faction loyal to Zuma. “What needs to
come out of this is to generate investment and create jobs.”
Sibanye-Stillwater, which has identified
billions of rands in other projects, thinks
the government needs only look at the
R140bn it collected in surplus tax last
year. “That came from mining,” says
Wellsted.
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Thyssenkrupp ups Brazil
mining focus with global
engineering center

G

erman group Thyssenkrupp
is turning its Brazilian
operations into a global mining
engineering center due to the
country’s growing demand for mining
services and equipment.

digitization to our customers, who
are increasingly looking for greater
efficiency, performance, and cost
reduction,” Leonardo Pena, chief
operating officer in Brazil, told Valor
Econômico.

“This news reinforces a very positive
view of the growing investment cycle
that the Brazilian mining sector is going
through,” Valdir Farias, executive
director at mining consultancy Fioito,
told BNamericas.

Companies such as Ingeniería y
Construcción Sigdo Koppers (ICSK), a
subsidiary of Chile’s Sigdo Koppers, and
German firms FAM and Bauer Group,
have recently unveiled plans to boost
their operations in Brazil.

The center will be the second outside
of Germany, with the other one located
in India, Brazilian business daily Valor
Econômico reported.

“The interest of these companies in
expanding in Brazil is fueled by the iron
ore segment, which is benefitting from
increased production at local players
and demand from China that is likely
to continue growing,” said Farias, who
added that Brazil is benefitting from
existing tensions between China and
Australia, which is a major iron ore
producer.

The facility will have a staff of 100 who
will develop equipment and solutions for
clients.
“We can offer different levels of
www.exportfocusafrica.com 			
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Brazil’s mining capex is expected to
reach US$38bn for 2020-24, according to
local mining association Ibram. The figure
would be the highest since the 2014-18
period when capex totaled US$53.6bn.
The 2020-24 capex forecast has been
rising since the start of the pandemic
when it was US$34.5bn.
Brazil will hold presidential elections in
October next year in what is expected to
be a highly polarized contest between
far-right President Jair Bolsonaro and
former president Luiz Inácio Lula da
Silva. All recent surveys show the leftist
Lula defeating Bolsonaro.
Whatever the outcome of the elections,
Farias said he does not expect any major
negative impact for mining firms given
the sector’s importance to the Brazilian
economy.
47
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Exyn Tech to bring
autonomous drones to Africa
with help of OPTRON
With OPTRON supplying and supporting products in
most countries across sub-Saharan Africa, directly and
indirectly with the assistance of a select network of
resellers and agents, it is perfectly positioned to help
Exyn expand its product across the continent,

E

xyn Technologies has announced
a partnership with OPTRON, a
leading supplier of the latest
geospatial technology in
the African market, as its first ever
distributor in Africa.
Together, this partnership will highlight
the availability of Exyn’s underground
drone products in the African market to
bring safer working conditions for the
local mining industry, the company said.
The ExynAero, an autonomous and selfpiloting aerial drone, was the industryleading product that helped open the
door to the relationship, according to
Exyn. The company’s full-stack solution
enables flexible deployment of single
or multi-robots that can intelligently
navigate and dynamically adapt to
complex environments in real-time.
With OPTRON supplying and supporting
products in most countries across subSaharan Africa, directly and indirectly
with the assistance of a select network
of resellers and agents, it is perfectly
positioned to help Exyn expand its
product across the continent, Exyn said.
Sean Dane, Head of New Business
Technology & Development at
OPTRON, said: “We are excited to be
part of the Exyn dealer network. Their
ground-breaking autonomous drone
system is the ideal solution to safely
and easily capture accurate 3D data
in the hazardous underground mining
environment.”
Exyn says it brings a new level of
autonomy never before seen in Africa, as
well as new portable mapping solutions
available in the African market, more
www.exportfocusafrica.com 			

efficient and safer mapping practices,
easy-to-use high tech tools, beyondline-of-sight data capture, and increased
workflow and on-site data processing.
These features will enhance suitability for
the underground mining environment,
and infrastructure inspection and
maintenance, and will offer increased
safety to mining operations.
Export Focus Africa | July - December 2021

Nader Elm, CEO & Co-Founder of Exyn
Technologies, said: “We’re excited to be
expanding into new markets by replacing
legacy technology with a simple,
autonomous solution. Safety is the
number one concern in mining and I’m
confident that, through our partnership
with OPTRON, we’re one step closer
to achieving fully autonomous mining
operations.”
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The Home of
Global Brands

www.rsonline.africa
Try our Africa website for direct delivery to the following countries: Angola, Benin, Botswana,
Burkina Faso, Burundi, Cameroon, Cape Verde, Central African Republic, Chad, Congo,
Democratic Republic of Congo, Djibouti, Equatorial Guinea, Ethiopia, Gabon, Gambia, Guinea,
Guinea Bissau, Ivory Coast, Kenya, Lesotho, Liberia, Madagascar, Malawi, Mauritius,
Mozambique, Namibia, Niger, Rwanda, Sao Tome, Sierra Leone, Senegal, Seychelles, Swaziland,
Tanzania, Togo, Uganda, Zambia, Zimbabwe
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RS Components (RS), the trading brand of Electrocomponents plc (LSE: ECM), the global distributor
for engineers was founded as Radiospares, in 1937.

the website. That 3000 page catalogue is now available on

The company started as a supplier of parts to the burgeoning
radio market, and has evolved to become a global
distribution enterprise, with operations in Europe, North
America, Asia and now Africa offering a diverse portfolio
of more than 500,000 industrial, maintenance and electronic
components across 2500 global brands. RS is globally
renowned as one of the first industrial distributors to
successfully transition into an e-commerce business within
the B2B space and continues to win awards for innovation
and supplier development.

on a monthly basis. The shift has been phenomenal with

RS South Africa opened its doors in 1996, the flagship
operation in Africa, celebrating 22 years of distributing products
and components to engineers around the continent.
Brian Andrew, Managing Director of RS South Africa
commented: “How things have changed. In 2009 we took the
decision to print our last paper catalogue. It was a big risk
to take in a market where e-commerce was just taking oﬀ
and where the industry was still quite traditional with
engineers requesting our 3000 page catalogue to physically search for their favourite parts. We started off with
just 5% of sales coming through the website in 2009 and
this has steadily grown to 65% of all sales coming through

our website with over 500 000 products for our customers to
choose from, and a further 5000 new products get added
unbelievable eﬃciencies gained through the use of technology.”
RS Components recently launched its Africa website
www.rsonline.africa geared to meet the requirements of a
growing continent with demand from various industries such
as manufacturing, mining, automotive, utilities, electronics,
and industrial IOT. “Customers in Africa did have access to
our products prior to the website, however there were long
lead times and higher freight costs depending on location.
With the new website customers receive their products much
quicker and we can give more markets in Africa access to our
range through our e-commerce platform. There is also
an improved customer experience with our French and
Portuguese speaking sales agents, that are better equipped
to assist with customer queries. So much is happening in
Africa - we want our engineers, makers and maintenance
professionals to have access to the widest range of products
and the latest technologies to achieve their goals and to develop the products and solutions of the future. The rest of
the world has access to these goods, now so do we,” Brian
Andrew, MD of RS South Africa.

Select from over 500 000 products across 2 500 global brands
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MORE THAN SOLUTIONS
IN GRAIN STORAGE,
KEPLER WEBER OFFERS
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G R A I N

S T O R A G E

Leading Company in the Latin American Market, exporting since 1972. • Storage and handling
systems found in over 40 countries around the world. • Complete solutions for after harvesting,
with a full line of equipment: silos, conveyor, cleaning machines and grain dryers.
ANGOLA

www.kepler.com.br
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How to Revive African Tourism
After the Covid-19 Pandemic

B

efore the COVID-19 pandemic,
the global tourism industry
contributed US$9.2 trillion or
10.4%, to global GDP. It was
considered one of the fastest-growing
industries, accounting for at least one in
every four new jobs globally.
Fast forward to 2021, and the pandemic
has all but crippled the sector. Tourism
demand - arrivals, travel, and the use of
facilities and services - contracted by an
estimated 74% in 2020. This has cost the
industry upwards of US$1.3 trillion and
has compromised millions of jobs.
The African region shed an estimated
US$83 billion in GDP contribution (down
by 49.2%), and lost up to 7.2 million
industry jobs compared to 2019 levels.
The impact of health crises such as SARS,
H1N1 and Ebola weren’t on the scale of
the disaster brought by the COVID-19
pandemic. This impact was made worse
by government interventions to mitigate
the spread and effect of the virus.
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But vaccines offer hope for the industry.
Its recovery must begin with domestic
tourism. In 2019, domestic tourism
accounted for only 50.2% of the travel
and tourism receipts in the sub-Saharan
African region - lower than other regions.
It’s critical now for African destinations
to promote domestic tourism, which also
paves the way for international tourism.
The key will be the ability to predict the
potential effects of COVID-19 on tourist
behaviour.
Perceived risk
As a primer to a series of future studies, I
reviewed the literature on health-related
perceived risk and its potential impact
on post-crisis tourism. It’s possible
to anticipate the negative influence
that perceived risk will have on tourist
behaviour, and ultimately both domestic
and international tourism demand.
My study provides insights into the
lessons learnt from previous crises in

tourism, and what tourism practitioners
did to mitigate the effects of perceived
risk on tourists. It also provides practical
actions the sector can take to recover.
Previous studies of tourist behaviour
show that the uncertainty and negative
consequences of tourism often go
beyond the crisis event. My study
explored physical (health-related),
psychological and social risk as influences
on tourist behaviour.
Heightened perceived risk triggers
feelings of anxiety and apprehension
associated with travel and tourism.
This affects the brand image of the
crisis-affected countries and influences
tourists’ decision-making. As a result
tourists delay their trips and change their
choice of destination. In some cases they
cancel their planned tourist activity.
For example, as a result of the 2003 SARS
outbreak, some Asian countries such as
China and Singapore suffered significant
slumps in tourism demand. Tourists
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avoided travelling to the region because
of health and safety concerns.
The Ebola outbreaks in Sierra Leone
and Guinea in 2008, and the Middle
East respiratory syndrome (MERS) 2012
in Saudi Arabia also elicited a similar
response from tourists.
International studies are already
gathering evidence of the impact of the
COVID-19 crisis on tourist behaviour.
But previous tourism research already
predicts a situation of multiple risk
factors influencing tourists. Critical to
post-crisis tourism will be mitigating the
potential health and safety concerns that
may discourage tourism.
My study found that multiple
stakeholders need to be involved in the
tourism recovery process. These include:
National governments. They must
harness the financial, human and
technical resources required to support
the tourism recovery. Critically,
www.exportfocusafrica.com 			

governments must effectively manage
both the efficient rollout of vaccination
programmes and the responsible
reopening of the tourism economy to
domestic and international tourists.
Custodians of destination brands.
Marketers must promote African
destinations as attractive but socially
responsible locations. They must share
information such as measures put in
place to protect tourists, so as to help
people make their decisions.
Tourism service providers. Most
importantly, tourism product owners
must innovate and adapt their tourism
offerings to meet the demand for safe
domestic tourism. This would kick-start
the tourism sector and prepare it for
international tourism.
Going forward
The results of my study have significant
implications for African tourism
practitioners. The domestic tourism
Export Focus Africa | July - December 2021

sector, much like the global tourism
industry, faces a multifaceted challenge.
It comes from both the tourism
demand side (perceived health, social
and psychological risk) and the supply
side (massive fiscal deficits, job losses,
business liquidation and human capital
depletion).
Tourism practitioners need to be aware
of the influence of health-related
physical risk on tourists’ perceptions and
intentions. It’s likely that tourists will
feel that home is safer than abroad. This
would be a benefit for domestic tourism.
Moreover, measures such as promoting
mask-wearing, sanitising, social
distancing, digitising some service
processes and promoting vaccination will
be vital to the recovery and promotion of
domestic tourism. Tourism practitioners
must work out how to time supply
and demand. This can include product
innovation and pricing reforms to cater
to domestic tourists and keep up with
new tourist demands.
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East Africa: Covid-19 EAC Mulls Recovery Plan
for Tourism Sector

A

n extraordinary meeting of the
East African Community (EAC)
Sectoral Council on Tourism and
Wildlife was convened July 15,
to consider, among others, the bloc's
Covid-19 tourism recovery plan, regional
guidelines for resumption of services
in the tourism sector and hospitality
establishments.
The meeting which was conducted
through video conference also
considered a draft EAC tourism
marketing strategy (2021-2025), as well
as the concept note on the EAC Regional
Tourism Expo, scheduled to be held in
Arusha, Tanzania, October.
The annual EAC Regional Tourism Expo
(EARTE) is being introduced with the
aim of improving the visibility of the
region and marketing it as a single tourist
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destination.
According to the EAC Secretariat,
the Ministers led by Kenya's Cabinet
Secretary for Tourism and Wildlife, Najib
Balala, considered and approved all the
documents tabled before them; including
the sector's recovery plan.
Balala underscored the importance of
the Partner States working together
especially in addressing the impact of the
pandemic on the tourism sector and in
joint tourism recovery efforts.
"The Covid-19 pandemic has taught all
of us some really important lessons. For
instance, domestic and regional tourism
markets are really key and they can help
in making the tourism sector resilient in
case of future disasters and pandemics,"
Balala added.

"The pandemic has revealed that we
can use technology to connect with
each other and have meetings such as
this. It is therefore really important that
we invest heavily in infrastructure and
connectivity."
Peter Mathuki, the EAC Secretary
General, said that the tourism sector
was one of the most important areas
of cooperation for EAC owing to its
contribution to the economies of the
Partner States in terms of GDP (about
10%), export earnings (17%) and jobs
(about 7%).
"Its multiplier effect and linkages with
other sectors that are instrumental in our
integration such as agriculture, transport
and manufacturing are quite immense.
However, the travel and tourism sector,
globally, was affected by the Covid-19
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pandemic more than any other economic
sector," Mathuki said.
Based on statistics reported by the
Partner States, Mathuki noted, as
a region, "we lost close to 70% of
international tourist arrivals in 2020"
coupled with massive losses in tourism
earnings and tourism related jobs.
According to the UNCTAD report
published on June 30, the crash in
international tourism due to the
coronavirus pandemic could cause a loss
of more than $4 trillion to the global GDP
for the years 2020 and 2021.
Mathuki added: "The signs this year are
still bleak given the recurrent waves of
the pandemic that result in imposition of
unpredictable measures and restrictions
by Governments around the world from
time to time."
Mathuki said that whereas individual

countries had initiated tourism recovery
efforts, it would be helpful for the
region to come together to implement
joint actions aimed at the recovery of
the sector as well as laying a strong
foundation for its future development.
Some EAC countries already instituted
measures such as formulation of stimulus
packages aimed at re-igniting the sector
and supporting tourism investments.
The Ministers agreed that there was a
need for a collective and coordinated
approach towards tourism sector
recovery that entails interventions
aimed at reinforcing the measures being
developed and implemented at national
levels.
Christophe Bazivamo, the EAC Deputy
Secretary General in charge of the
Productive and Social Sectors, noted
that strengthening of the intra-regional
tourism was now imperative given the

fact that this segment was resilient and
likely to recover faster than the overseas
markets.
"Bolstering of both domestic and
regional tourism can help keep the
tourism industry afloat, therefore
sustaining the much-needed jobs and
income along the entire tourism value
chain," Bazivamo said.
The Ministers also agreed that there
was a need for harmonized guidelines
for resumption of the tourism and
hospitality services in the region. These,
they observed, would help in ensuring
coherence in resumption of tourism
services and help in rebuilding trust and
confidence with international tourists
visiting the region.
The approved regional tourism
marketing strategy, seeks to position the
region as the best and most affordable
regional tourism destination in Africa.
Strategic directions and corresponding
strategic actions in the strategy include
developing regionally and internationally
competitive multi-destination tourism
products; and positioning and marketing
EAC as a leading regional tourism
destination in Africa. Branding East
Africa as a leading tourism destination;
enhancing the marketing policy and
institutional framework, and enhancing
EAC tourism marketing and promotion
financing, are also key.
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